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You are taking part in the admission process of a reputed management institute and the next round is GD (Group
Discussion). However, at the last moment, to test the candidate's ability and adaptability, the admission team changes it to
impromptu speech round with surprise last minute topics. This speech that you are required to give without any
preparation is called extempore speech. Some other examples also include a casual debate, a lengthy explanation for any
wrong done, etc. You won't get much time to prepare for structure, words etc., as in the case of a normal speech. To give a
great extempore speech, you needfluent English speaking skills and up-to-date knowledge about current affairs.

Things To Remember:

1. Quick mental thought process
The key point in extempore speech is speed. You need to be fast in forming words around the topic or situation presented
before you. Keep the audience in perspective while formulating a speech fast. The best way to go about this is to keep the
main delivery points in mind and form a logical structure. The structure will help you to keep your word flow in order.
2. Keep the pace equal
Your aim should be to deliver a short but an impactful speech. If you start out eagerly and say too many words in the first
few minutes, it will cut short your extempore speech. Hence, it is very important to keep the delivery of words constant.
Having a paced short speech will also help you to form and process words without stress.
3. Practice for a minute
Whenever you get a topic and you have gathered your thoughts, it is a good habit to practice for at least a minute. This
will allow you to get a hang of the subject matter and increase your confidence. Practicing even for a short time allows

you to iron out the rough edges quickly.
4. Keep it very short
It is preferable to keep your extempore speech very short and concise. This is to avoid risk of running out of words
prematurely. A short and sweet speech will captivate the audience reflecting on your oral ability.

Sample Extempore Speeches:

A. Situation:
The admission panel at a top management college asks you the following question:
What is the outlook for MBAs in the post recession scenario?

"The recent economic downturn has come as a blessing in disguise for MBAs. It has driven away greedy managers whose
only outlook is money and replaced them with efficient management personnel with strong vision and mission. Contrary
to popular perception, this is actually the best time to go for an MBA. Every business goes through a cycle and today's
bear run will give rise to a good bull run. The recent layoffs will be offset by higher hiring during the growth and only
motivated MBAs can get a place during the upswing. The new personnel will guide the company towards robust and
sustainable growth."
The above samples will guide you on the best extempore speech. Improve your spoken English with the help of an online
English tutor for the best result.

About Eagetutor:

eAgeTutor.com is a premier online English learning institute. eAge's world class faculty and ace communication experts,
from around the globe, help you to improve in an all-round manner. Assignments and tasks based on a well-researched
content developed by subject matter and industry experts can certainly fetch the most desired results for improving spoken
English skills. In this age of effective and advance communication technology, online spoken English programs are the
most effective and convenient way to learn English.
For further information on our online English speaking courses or to experience the wonders of the virtual classroom, fix a
demonstration session with our tutor.
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